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Across

6/7/21 Both needed to 
get some sun on 
leave (2,5,3,2,5)

9 Returning, the Italian 
journalist visited 
small grocer's? (4)

10 Losing draw, 
awkward customer 
from East End took 
on Pole amidst 
chaos, showing 
courage (10)

11 Gramophone in trial 
takes award with 
nothing added, 
surprisingly (8)

12 Excites youngster 
holding records (4,2)

14 Aurora is arising in 
the east (4)

16 Good time to 
mingle, anticipating 
character who never 
arrives (5)

17 Credentials covering 
revolutionary not 
hot, frozen (4)

18 Sailor returns with 
note after a short 
while - simple 
creature (6)

19 Place equipped for 
holidaymakers 
sounds like a 
flamboyant 
spectacle. (8)

22 European bird to 
spread damage? (10)

25 Clue not inept, 
incorporating sharp 
point (4)

26 Achieves silver, 
snatching victory -
astonishing! (5)

27 Vote tax authority 
out of Italian 
province (7)

Down

1 Taking seat, 
disturbed in bar by 
arousing 
performance (10)

2 Flung out wildly. 
Forty-seven killed 
from rifle held by 
one with frenzied 
mob (6)

3 Special nibs used to 
sign out books (4)

4 Let it stand as proof, 
pinching bottom of 
mistress (8)

5 Hear area for 
croquet has become 
abandoned (4)

6 Freeze National 
Insurance for old 
people (5)

8 Smoke following 
confusion over story 
genre? 
Incomprehensible! 
(7)

13 One put pest into a 
mixture made for 
plant (10)

15 Around morning, 
distilled Cuba's 
liqueur (7)

16 Jokes about boy 
exercising right to 
wear best clothes 
(4,4)

20 Plan agent returning 
with charter? (6)

21 See 6 Across

23 Slave to find alien 
lost in lavatory (4)

24 Goddess predicting 
fate of our planet in 
broadcast? (4)


